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H Kleefeld/Zentrum/Congress Centrum/Zoo and stay in the right
hand lane. At the next fork in the road turn right before the traﬃc lights
towards Hannover towards Hannover-Zentrum/Congress Centrum/
Zoo/Tierärztliche Hochschule. After the traﬃc lights drive straight
on Hans-Böckler-Allee; stay in the middle lane (parallel to the tram
lines). Once you have passed the railway bridge drive straight on
Marienstrasse. Follow the signs Fernverkehr/Hauptverkehr and turn
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right onto Berliner Allee. Drive straight on, staying left and once you
have passed the railway bridge take the next left (follow the sign:
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Description in detail:

Zentrum/City Ring). At the traﬃc lights do a U turn and drive back on
Berliner Allee. Our oﬃce is situated on the right hand side just after
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the railway bridge.
Coming from the south: On the A7 from the south take the exit
Autobahndreieck Hannover Süd and stay in the right hand lane
taking the A37 towards Messe/Hannover. Follow the road on
the A37/B6 (Messeschnellweg towards Celle/B3/Autobahnen).
Leave the B3/Messeschnellweg at the exit Hannover/Kleefeld/
Zentrum/Congress Centrum/Zoo and stay in the left hand lane.
Follow the sign Hannover Zentrum/Congress Centrum/Zoo/
Tierärztliche Hochschule and turn left at the traﬃc lights on to
Hans-Böckler-Allee, staying in the middle lane (parallel to the tram
lines). Once you have passed the railway bridge drive straight on
Marienstrasse. Follow the sign Fernverkehr/Hauptverkehr and turn
right onto Berliner Allee. Drive straight on, staying left and once
you have passed the railway bridge take the next left (follow the
sign: Zentrum/City Ring). At the traﬃc lights do a U turn and drive
back on the Berliner Allee. Our oﬃce is situated on the right hand
side just after the railway bridge.
Parking: A limited number of parking spaces are available in our
underground garage. Should you wish to use a parking space,
please make a reservation through our reception. The entrance
to our underground garage is located at Gutenberghof 7, turn left
there and you will immediately see the garage doors on your right.
Please ring the bell at “Luther“ and wait until someone answers.
You will then receive a parking ticket and the parking lot number
and we will pick you up from the underground garage.
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By train
Take the train to the Hannover-Hauptbahnhof, which is approx.
800m from our oﬃce.

